Abstract: In a deterministically evolving world, the usefulness of non-trivial probabilities can seem mysterious. I use the 'Mentaculus' machinery developed by David Albert and Barry Loewer to show how all probabilities in such a world can be derived from a single, initial chance event. I go on to argue that this is the only genuine chance event. Perhaps surprisingly, we have good evidence of its existence and nature. I argue that the existence of this chance event justifies our epistemic reliance on non-trivial probabilities.
Copyright Philosophy of Science 2015 Preprint (not copyedited or formatted) Please use DOI when citing or quoting event, while they take the initial probability distribution as reducible-more precisely, they take it to supervene on the entirety of the actual world (past, present, and future). This paper does not attempt to explain how it is that chance events metaphysically produce or govern subsequent states, as I largely agree with those who take production and governance to be unanalyzable, fundamental relations. Neither does this paper explain why it is possible to faithfully represent chance events with probability measures-a puzzle that is as interesting as it is difficult to solve. Instead, this paper finds a logical and plausible space for a view that accommodates robust, metaphysical chance in a world that currently is evolving deterministically.
I argue that positing just one initial chance event can justify the usefulness and explain the ubiquity of non-trivial probabilities to epistemic agents like us, even if there are no longer any chance events in our world.
2 I will show how this account recovers the intuitive features of chance. In Section 2, I present the idea of inherited chances in the case of a specific event-namely, a deterministically evolving coin toss. In Section 3, I present Albert and Loewer's hypothesis that the entire universe is no different, fundamentally, from such a coin. In Section 4, I describe Albert and Loewer's Humean interpretation of only it had been thrown with slightly more speed, or with a bit more rotation, or from a slightly higher point. Interestingly, even though the outcome depends so sensitively on the initial conditions, roughly half of the initial conditions lead to outcomes in which the coin lands heads and half lead to outcomes in which the coin lands tails.
5 Now, suppose that each possible initial coin microstate has the same chance of coming about. 6 Then, those chances propagate through the deterministic evolution, with the result that each final microstate has the same chance. Since roughly half of the possible final microstates are heads and half are tails, it follows that the chance of heads is . Furthermore, only a minuscule fraction of the final states include anything other than heads or tails, such as the coin landing on its edge. Therefore, there is a very, very high chance that the coin will land on a face side, and a very, very low chance 5. Additional conditions during the coin toss (wind speed, air resistance, etc.) can affect the final state as well, though we can ignore this complication for the purposes of the example. To account for such effects, we need only expand the range of the initial microstate to include anything that could affect the toss (initial wind speeds in the room, entire backward light cone, etc.) and then use the deterministic dynamical laws to determine what will happen subsequently.
6. Since there are continuum-many initial microstates, we cannot simply count them, and strictly speaking, each possible microstate has a chance of zero. Instead, we use a uniform measure to compare the sets of heads-flips and tails-flips and talk instead about the chance of a range of initial states. I will address this complication in more detail below.
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Thus, even in a world with deterministic evolution, the existence of initial chances yields the following inherited chances:
• Chances for individual events-there is a chance of 1 2 that the next coin toss lands heads.
• Chances for sequences of events-there is a chance of 1 32 that the next five coin tosses all land heads.
• Generalizations for events-coins have a much, much higher chance of landing on their faces than on their edges.
3 The Mentaculus Albert (2000) and Loewer (2004; defend the surprising claim that the entire universe is not relevantly different from such a coin. Thus, we ought to shift our attention to the ultimate initial conditions-those of the entire universe. So, suppose that each of the specific ways in which the universe could have begun has the same chance. Then each subsequent, deterministic evolution of those initial conditions has the same chance. If
Albert and Loewer are right, then the familiar statistical patterns and generalizations at every level of scientific investigation can be derived, in principle, from this initial chance distribution over possible microstates. They call this proposal the Mentaculus.
The universe's initial chance event can be thought of as a fundamentally chancy die with an infinite number of sides tossed at the first instant, 7 while the subsequent evolution of the universe can be thought of as a chain of deterministic dominoes-one knocks over the 7. I use the example of a die because it is simple and familiar. Of course, real dice, like If the universe is Newtonian, Albert and Loewer hypothesize that the correct initial probability measure is the uniform Lebesgue measure over a restricted (low-entropy) region of phase space-the space that represents the possible positions and velocities of every particle. If the universe is Bohmian, then the uniform measure is over a restricted region of configuration space-the space that represents the possible positions of every particle.
Note that the hypothesis of equal initial chance is not an a priori claim or a claim that all logical possibilities have equal chances. Rather, it is an empirical hypothesis that gets support from the patterns we see in the actual world. As "coin-scientists," we observe many coin tosses and begin to theorize about coin tosses in general. We make a 9. I will argue below that the derived, conditional chance is really one or zero (it is already determined to rain, or it is already determined not to rain, given the current microstate) though you should use this non-trivial number to set your rational, initial credence in rain this afternoon. Therefore, this hypothesis of Albert and Loewer's remains a purely theoretical one.
Nevertheless, I will argue that if they happen to be right, the Mentaculus provides us with a story for how we can have justified, non-trivial credences even in a world that currently is evolving deterministically.
Humean Chance
It is important to note that this proposal-deriving all chances from an initial chance-is a conditional proposal: if there is an initial chance distribution over states, then there is a final chance distribution over states. Chance at the beginning yields chance later on. But, if we want a complete account of chance, something must be said about the nature of those basic, initial chances. This is why many accounts of "deterministic chance" are incomplete. 11 To be complete, a theory of chance must account for all chances, not just the inherited ones.
According to Albert and Loewer, the initial chance distribution is not metaphysically any different from the inherited chances. For them, both are instances of Humean chance-something that lacks any kind of metaphysically dynamic or metaphysically 11. I have in mind accounts such as those developed by Strevens (1999) and Sober (2010) . sharply with other metaphysical pictures of the world, some of which hold that chance events (at least partly) determine, generally via production or governance, how the actual world turns out. The Humean claim is that the entire world-past, present, and future-generates or subvenes the laws and chances, while anti-Humeans think the laws and chances (at least partly) generate the world.
Contemporary Humean accounts of chance are extensions of David Lewis's account.
According to Lewis (1983; , chances are given by the laws of nature. And the laws of nature are "deductive systems that pertain not only to what happens in history, but also to what the chances are of various outcomes in various situations." (Lewis 1994, 480) In order for chances to reduce to the Humean mosaic, the laws that include them must reduce to the mosaic. Lewis proposes that laws are merely statements that do a good job of systematizing the mosaic by balancing simplicity, strength, and fit.
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So, let's return to the example of the Newtonian coin toss. Part of our scientific theory of 12. I will not discuss the Humean's reasons for resisting fundamental, modal features or the alleged desirability of a Humean ontology in this paper. Cf., Jessica Wilson's (2010) paper, "What is Hume's Dictum and Why Believe it?"
13. Lewis offers only a rough characterization of simplicity, strength, and fit, though others have done more to elucidate these notions. See, for instance, Loewer (2004) . • One cannot always set one's credence to the chance, as David Lewis's (1980) Principal Principle recommends. The Principal Principle says that, barring inadmissible information (such as information from the future), we ought to set our initial credence in an event's occurrence to that event's chance of occurring.
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15. Tellingly, Lewis (1980, 270) himself initially argues, "Suppose we have many coin tosses with the same chance of heads (not zero or one) in each case. Then there is some chance of getting any frequency of heads whatever; and hence some chance that the frequency and the uniform single-case chance of heads may differ, which could not be so if these were one and the same thing. Indeed the chance of difference may be infinitesimal if there are infinitely many tosses, but that is still not zero." Jenann Ismael (2011, 467) concurs, "the possibility of divergence in any finite ensemble remains, no matter how large the ensemble." Later, Lewis's (1994, 480) 
One Metaphysical Chance
In this section, I show how a robustly metaphysical account of chance is compatible with deterministic evolution, as long as there was a single chance event at or near the beginning of the universe. 
The Initial Chance Event is Metaphysically Robust
On the account presented here, genuine, metaphysical, fundamental chance is just as we always thought. Before a chance event occurs, it has a non-trivial value; after its occurrence, the chance of that event goes to one (or zero, if the event did not occur) for all time. Additionally, we ought to set our credences to the chances, just as the Principal Principle recommends, and update those credences by conditionalization as we get new information. Finally, this account allows for metaphysically powerful chance events that partially determine (by production or governance) subsequent states. 17 This account is intuitively plausible whether there are many chance events, as on some theories of quantum mechanics, or if there is only one chance event at the very beginning of our universe. Thus, this account recovers the intuitive features of chance that Humean accounts have rejected:
• Past events always have chances of one or zero.
• The chance of an event does not depend on how much you know about the present state of the world. (Only credences are conditionalized on knowledge, e.g., on the presently surveyable macrostate, or e.g., on the entire current microstate. Thus, there can be many different, and equally correct credences different people with different evidence ought to have for a single event; though there is only one correct chance value at that time.)
• Worlds that match with respect to their frequencies can differ with respect to their 17. Again, I do not have a new story for how chance events produce or govern subsequent events, or why probabilities accurately represent chance events. Rather, I merely explain how a genuinely chancy initial event can underwrite subsequent rational, non-trivial credences in a deterministic world.
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• The frequency of a type of chance event can diverge arbitrarily far from the chance of that type of event.
• One should always set one's credence to the chance, as David Lewis's (1980) Principal Principle recommends. If one does not have access to the current chances, one ought to update one's initial credences (which ought to be set to the initial chances) by conditionalizing on new information.
I will acknowledge at the outset that there is an odd feature of this account: If the universe is currently evolving deterministically, then there was only one truly genuine chance event in our world! I will argue that this is not as odd as it may seem at first.
No More Chances?
On my account, if the current dynamical evolution of our universe is deterministic, then there are no more truly chancy events. Is this a cost of my view? It depends. Certainly many people (myself included) take determinism and chance to be straightforwardly incompatible ways for the universe to evolve. But, what are we to make of the wide variety of cases that people typically take to be chance events?
I do not think we should take it for granted that most ascriptions of 'chance' pick out truly chancy events. (Indeed, I argue that almost none of these ascriptions are accurate.) For instance, people often assert that coins have a fifty percent chance of landing heads. Does this mean that any satisfactory metaphysical theory of chance must recover the result that coins really do have a fifty-fifty chance of landing heads? No. Take, for instance, the fact that certain people can flip a fair coin in such a way that the coin always lands heads. The (or a coin-flipping machine) is precise enough with the initial toss (height, rotation, etc.), then the coin is certain to land heads. And, once we understand how coin flips work, and that someone with enough information could always predict how any coin will land, we retract our initial ascription of chance, and say instead, "I suppose coins aren't really chancy after all." Since we are willing, on the basis of new scientific information, to revise our opinions about which events are chancy and which are not, it cannot be part of the meaning or concept of 'chance' that coins, roulette wheels, and horse races are chancy events. 18 I think we can learn that events that seem chancy, in fact, are not. It may well turn out-for instance, if our universe evolves deterministically-that all of the events we thought were chancy in our world are, in fact, not chancy.
Many object to the above reasoning by arguing that this would mean probabilistic credences are likewise useless. After all, if every chance is zero or one, what good could come of setting our credences to anything else? I hope to show that using non-trivial probabilities (the mathematical object, not the metaphysical chance) can be useful and justified in a deterministic world, but only if that world contained an initial, metaphysical chance event.
18. There is a separate, purely semantic question of how locutions involving "chance" are used in language-what inferences they license, etc.-but that is not my project here. 
Inherited Chances Become Epistemic Probabilities
Recall that in cases of inherited chance, a chance over initial states plus deterministic evolution yields inherited chances. Furthermore, after that initial chance event's occurrence, all of the chances that were inherited from that initial chance event go from 
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The inherited chances of events are derived from the initial chances. Even though these events now have only trivial chances (as the single chance event has already occurred), they provide a ground for non-trivial, objective probabilities for subsequent events.
Probabilities are mathematical entities that are distinct from metaphysical chances (though they can be used to represent chances). Our need for these probabilities comes from our epistemic limitations. 20 Recall that the initial chance yields inherited chances for all subsequent events and sequences of events. Thus, it yields an inherited chance for a long sequence of coin tosses, half of which land heads and half of which land tails.
Maintaining our deterministic picture, the chance of such a sequence is now one or zero-either the actual sequence of coin tosses will contain half heads-tosses, half tails-tosses, or it won't. Nevertheless, given our state of ignorance of the microstate, we cannot actually determine such facts. Thus, it is incredibly useful to keep track of what those metaphysical, inherited chances were. This is because those chances tell us what credences we ought to have.
Consider the case of ten coins flipped at once. There is an initial, inherited chance of 1 2 10 that they all land heads. If you were considering these ten flips from the first moment of time, and knowing nothing but the initial, inherited chances, by the Principal Principle, you ought to have a credence of 1 2 10 that they all will land heads. And, if you have learned nothing more about those tosses, you have nothing to conditionalize on, so your credence of 1 2 10 remains unchanged. This is the case even though the chance that they will all land heads is now one or zero. Furthermore, this holds even if the tosses have already occurred. This is simply because you have no additional information to use to update the initial probability (that represents the initial chance). Suppose you learn that all the coins landed the same way (though you do not know whether that was all heads or all tails). Now, you ought to conditionalize the probability measure on this new information, and arrive at the credence of 1 2 that all of the coins landed heads.
Importantly, these credences are objective because they are based on the initial metaphysical chances. Before the initial chance event has occurred, the inherited chance that all ten coins land heads is 1 2 10 . Thus, you can do no better than to set your credence to Copyright Philosophy of Science 2015 Preprint (not copyedited or formatted) Please use DOI when citing or quoting 1 2 10 . However, after the initial chance event has occurred, the inherited chance that all ten coins land heads goes to one (if they will) or zero (if not). Ideally, if we had perfect information of the initial microstate and the ability to calculate the subsequent evolution from that microstate (and if the Mentaculus is correct) we would likewise set our credence to one or zero. However, as limited epistemic agents, we can merely conditionalize on the information we do have. Thus, in a deterministically evolving world, scientific probabilities are epistemic, in the sense that an ideal agent with perfect knowledge of the initial state and infinite computational abilities would be able to accurately set all of her credences in future events to one or zero.
Deterministic Evidence of Initial Chances
Consider another example. Suppose you are given a very large stack of photos, each of which shows an image of two dice. As you go through the stack you begin to notice patterns. The die on the right side of the photo shows each face roughy one-sixth of the time, and similarly for the die on the left side of the photo-though the two don't seem to correlate with each other in any interesting way. You use these patterns to infer that the photos are of dice that, when they were rolled, had an equal and independent chance of landing on each side. Why? Because if that were true, it would be extremely likely (chance is ineliminable) that they would produce the frequencies in the images you have observed. Likewise, if there were an initial chance event at the beginning of the universe, it is overwhelmingly likely we would see the wide variety of statistical patterns we do see.
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Deterministic Evidence and Prediction
To see how prediction works, let me highlight another feature of the dice-and-photos example. You can use the hypothesis about the fundamental chances of the dice to make predictions about future photos of the dice. For instance, you predict that each face of each die will continue to show up on the photos roughly one-sixth of the time. Note that you do all this even though the chance events are no longer metaphysically chancy. After all, the dice were tossed and photographed long before you were handed the stack of photos.
Thus, we have a picture of how fundamental, initial chances give rise to epistemic probabilities. The epistemic probabilities apply to events that may no longer be metaphysically chancy. Indeed, if the evolution in the world is deterministic, all non-trivial, scientific probabilities are purely epistemic-though not subjective, as they are objectively grounded by the initial, metaphysical, fundamental chances. Importantly, it is only via these probabilities that we have epistemic access to what the fundamental, initial chances were. And, we use these probabilities to make (objectively justified) predictions about the future.
What if there are no Initial Chances?
Now, imagine that you are handed a similar stack of images, but that in this case you are told (by a reliable, trustworthy source) that these images are not photos of chancy dice.
Rather, the stack of images has been around since the first moment of the universe, or that And yet, this is exactly the kind of situation the Humean thinks we find ourselves in with respect to the whole world. For the Humean, the statistical patterns in the world are not evidence of an initial chance event. They exist fundamentally-they aren't produced by anything, let alone by the laws of nature or chance events. On the contrary, the patterns subvene, and are best summarized by, a probability measure over initial states. First come the patterns, then come the laws and probabilities.
Is the Humean worse off with respect to future predictions? According to my view, an initial chance event and deterministic subsequent evolution justify non-trivial credences in future events. Thus, we are justified in the wide variety of scientific predictions about the future because of the existence of the initial chance event. According to the Humean, we project the past patterns into the future. This requires an assumption of uniformity-we must take it for granted that the patterns in the future will resemble the past. While it certainly seems to be an additional postulate to which the Humean is Thus, the question is really this: is it better to assume the events of the universe, past, present, and future, have a kind of uniformity, or that the initial chance event has a kind of uniformity? It will come as no surprise that I think the latter is to be preferred. I find it plausible to think of the universe as having an initial state and as producing subsequent states in accordance with the laws of nature (some of which may be chancy) or fundamentally powerful properties (some of which may be propensities). If so, then it seems far more reasonable to posit a uniformity principle that applies only at that first moment. But, Humeans do not share these intuitions about the production and governance of the universe, so I cannot rely on them without begging the question against the Humean. Nevertheless, for philosophers who are antecedently sympathetic to governing laws of nature or powerful properties, I have shown how an assumption about an initial chance event justifies subsequent non-trivial epistemic probabilities.
22. Thanks to an anonymous referee for pressing this point. It would be nice to be able to say more about the 'initial' chance process. While I do not have a definitive proposal, I see three promising avenues for further exploration. The first is to locate the chance event outside the universe. Thus, the initial configuration of the universe had a chance of being actualized, and alternative configurations also had chances of being actualized. This has the downside of preventing the chance process from being a physical process. Thus, the (pre-) initial chance could not have been governed by physical laws or subsumed under dispositional physical properties (because those are restricted to the actual, physical world). On the other hand, this proposal has the upside of dovetailing nicely with some of the literature on fine tuning and the 'likelihood' of different worlds. And, of course, one could always posit "meta-laws" that govern universe creation-perhaps, "law of the multiverse?").
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The second option locates the initial chance event within the actual world, but very near, or at, the beginning of its evolution. For instance, according to some popular, current theories in cosmology, the universe began as a hot, dense collection of matter. This collection was too dense to be stable and exploded in a chance process with specific gravity. Nevertheless, this kind of theory demonstrates how an early chance event (or collection of chance events) could be followed by deterministic evolution. Even though these cosmological theories posit the same laws throughout time (including the metaphysically chancy processes), it is plausible that the large-scale structure of the early universe was radically affected by early chance processes, while later evolution was roughly deterministic with quantum indeterminacy having only restricted or limited effects. This view has the upshot of treating all chance processes on a par, as physical processes that exist within the universe. It also has the positive feature that it is open to empirical confirmation or refutation.
A third way of locating the initial chance process is to appeal to the idea that universes are themselves created within a wider multiverse. 24 One version of this view, proposed by Sean Carroll (2010) , postulates that as a universe expands, quantum fluctuations can lead to a bit of spacetime becoming isolated as a kind of bubble, creating a new "bubble universe" within it. These bubbles rapidly expand, in much the same way that we think our universe expanded thirteen billion years ago. Thus, there may not be a single, initial 24 . See, for instance, Lee Smolin (1992) , who argues that the singularities of black holes may themselves be the beginnings of new universes with slightly different features. Smolin notes that his idea is equivalent in some respects to Bryce DeWitt's idea that a black hole singularity may be a tunnel to a "new, spatially compact universe." (1992, 175) Copyright Philosophy of Science 2015 Preprint (not copyedited or formatted) Please use DOI when citing or quoting condition for the universe. Rather, our present universe may be another universe's bubble-progeny. In such a case, there would be general principles-likely involving both quantum mechanics and general relativity-that determine the chances of each bubble universe's 'initial' conditions. This idea has similar costs and benefits to the previous possibility.
Note that the last two options involve taking a stand on the laws of nature and/or the fundamental properties. On such views, the big bang is itself a chance process, therefore the universe could not be wholly Newtonian or Bohmian-the first moment or process would be a chancy exception to the deterministic evolution they posit. Prima facie, this does not seem to be a benefit or a cost, but merely something to make explicit.
Conclusion
Albert and Loewer's work on deterministic evolution and initial chance distributions is incredibly powerful and suggestive. However, I have argued that their story is only half right. It explains how inherited chances arise, but gives the wrong metaphysical picture of the initial chance distribution. A metaphysically fundamental chance event can avoid the costs of a Humean interpretation while justifying our subsequent use of probabilities in everyday situations and in the special sciences, even in a world currently governed by deterministic laws of nature. Further work remains to be done on the exact nature of that initial chance process.
